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 existing noise environment due to other urban or transportation noise sources;
 time periods of aircraft operations and land use activities;
 specific site analysis; and
 noise buffers, including topography.
These basic guidelines cannot resolve all land use compatibility questions, but they do
offer a reasonable framework within which to work.

A.6 Accident Potential
The Air Force standard CZ for a runway begins at the end of the runway and extends
outward 3,000 feet and is 3,000 feet wide (1,500 feet to either side of runway centerline).
While the CZs at Randolph AFB were previously drawn to show only those portions within
the installation boundary, all the CZs are the standard 3,000 feet by 3,000 feet, extending
outward from the runway ends. Accident potential on or adjacent to the runway or within a
CZ is so high that there are very few uses compatible with the airfield operations. Accident
Potential Zone I is less critical than the CZ, but still possesses a significant risk factor. This
3,000 foot by 5,000 foot area has land use compatibility guidelines which are sufficiently
flexible to allow reasonable economic use of the land, such as industrial/manufacturing,
transportation, communication/utilities, wholesale trade, open space, recreation, and
agriculture. However, uses that concentrate people are not acceptable.
Accident Potential Zone II is less critical than APZ I, but still possesses potential for
accidents. Accident potential zone II, also 3,000 feet wide, is 7,000 feet long extending to
15,000 feet from the runway threshold. Acceptable uses include those of APZ I, as well as
low density single family residential and those personal and business services and
commercial/retail trade uses of low intensity or scale of operation. High density functions
such as multistory buildings, places of assembly (theaters, churches, schools, restaurants,
etc.), and high density office uses are not considered appropriate.
High density populations should be limited to the maximum extent possible. The
optimum density recommended for residential usage (where it does not conflict with noise
criteria) in APZ II is one dwelling per acre. For most nonresidential usage, buildings should
be limited to one story, and the lot coverage should not exceed 20 percent.
Land use guidelines for the two APZs are based on a hazard index system that compares
the relationship of accident occurrence for five areas:
 on or adjacent to the runway;
 within the CZ;
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